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to upper 20s. Tonighf will be .cooler
with a 50 percent chance of snow .
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Butler, Geber
.request open
board hearing

by Madeleine Doubek
,
A Univ�rsity Judicial Board-hearing to determine

whether Joe Butler and student senator Matt Geber
violated the Student Conduct Code during a senate
retreat will probably be open to some members of the
public and press; meanwhile, Geber claims the
Ramada Inn manager told him Monday damage to
the motel room amounted to only $25 .70.
Butler requested Monday afternoon that his
hearing be open . Most judicial hearings are kept con
fidential to protect the privacy of the student.
Keith Kohanzo, Eastem's full-time judicial affairs
officer, said the hearing will be open to the press and
specified members of the public pending the ap
proval of Geber, who will also defend himself Wednesday.
A "Clause in Eastem' s judicial proceedings' .
provisions states that " hearings are closed to all ...
. unless the accused student requests; and the board
or hearing officer approves, that the hearing be open
. to specified other parties . ..
Kohanzo said he and Glenn Williams, vice
president for student affairs, discussed Butler's
request and decided to grant it if Geber agrees .
. . Geber said Monday, "We were going to get a
petition to get it opened, so I'm all in favor of that."
Butler and Geber will defend themselves at 2 p.m.
Wednesday in the Unio·n Schahrer rootn .qainst a.
complaint filed by t_he Offtce of Student Activities.
The StudeQt ·Activities Office comes under the super
vision of Union Area Head Bill Clark and houses the
offices of student government advisers Anita Craig
and Joe Cassidy.
Geber and Butler will appear before a quorum of
10 students and eight faculty members who are in�
structed to decide whether violations. did occur, and
if so , what action should be taken. ·
The complaint charges Butler and Geber with
violating sections D and G of the Student Conduct
Code . The two sections prohibit property destruction
and behavioral misconduct.
The judicial referral notice Butler received by cer
tified mail Saturday charges him with being "the oc
cupant of a hotel room whic.h was severely vandalized ."
"I object to the term vandalized . Two things were
destroyed and they totalled $5 , " Butler said Monday.
But Geber told The Daily Eastern News Monday
afternoon that he had just spoken to Ramada Inn
manager Tim Kimmel who told him that damages to
their room amounted to $25.70.
Geber claimed that he ap0logized to the manager
fol' any d�age and Kimmel Said he'd " do whatever
.

.

·
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students came out to show their hid
. s in the Nerd Contest held Friday
McAfee Gym . Second place winner
s (left), contest emcee Tim Ulmer

. (middle) , and Douglas Dexter (right) amuse the
audience with their Nerd like gestUres. (News
photo by Lisa Hoffert)

·

(see BUTLER, page 3)
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announces $5 million develOpm•nt program

development plan
extend for the next five
announced . Monday by
t Stanley Rives.
of the program , dubbed
Decade Campaign, " will
Excellence at Eastern' '
vide funding for capital
owments and equipment.
million goal is challenging,
.''Rives said.
, which will be funded
tions, was establishedl he
"At Eastern we aspire to
not adequacy--excellence
everydayness. " '
that the program also is
of a lack of state fun·

•

·

.

support from state fun-

·

ding as a pecentage of the budget has
declined from over 16 percent in 1970
to less than 1 2 percent in 1985· while
enrollment has doubled, Rives said .
He ·added that for many universities
it is necessary to go beyond state sup
port and "rety on self-help if they are
to maintain the quality of education we
provide our students .
"'What we have done today is share
plans which are . our hopes and
dream$, " Rives said, adding "If he
were here, Livingston C . Lord, our fir
st presidenf, would say, 'The Lord
helps those who help th�mselves.'
That's what we're doing. "
While the primary beneficiaries of
the project will be students, Rives said,
"We have gone as far as we can go in
increasing
tuition . significantly . ' '
However, he added a tuition increase

· .·

''
.

At Eastern we asgire to
distinction,
not
adequacy�xcellence rat
her than 'everythingness.'
-Stanley Rives
----

·

'·'

next year is a possibility.
He called, the 5 percent tuition in
crease recommended. by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education "more
reasonable than last year's. recom
mendation. " The 1984 increase wa8 1 2
percent . .
Rives Said he was also concerned

with the accessibility of education if
the cost for students becomes too high.
Board
of Governor's
Director
Thomas Layzell, who was on hand for
the launching of the campaign, said it
was too early to say what the BOG will
do regarding tuition. ·
BOG Chairman Evelyn Kaufman,
who was also in attendance, said the
BOG budget which the IBHE approved
·has the 5 percent tuition hike included
in it.
The Tenth Decade Campaign will be
headed by University Relations Direc
tor Daniel Thornburgh, Development
·Director Charles Ross, Alumni Ser�
vices Director Charles Titus and
University Relations Consultant Ken
Hesler.
Rives said the primary purpose of
·

·

(sec:, RIVES. page 9)
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Associated Press

New study states 'Star Wars' plan

State/Nation/World

·is of 'questionabl·e value' to U.S.

Space flight security to increase

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.-The veil of secrecy drawn
over America's first military manned space flight may seem
like. i:iothing compared to the curtain the Defense Depart
ment plans to lower on future missions, some of which may
even blast off without advance notice.
Air Force and NASA officials said they ·teamed much
from the just-completed flight of space shuttle Discovery,
during which five military office�s deployed-a spy satellite to
monitor So.viet missile tests and eavesdrop on military and
diplomatic communications in much of Europe, Asia and
Africa.
One of the things they learned was that reporters were
able to find out many details aboµt the flight that were supposed to remain classified.
.
An investigation is already under way to determine who
leaked information both before and during the mission,said
an Air Force official who Spoke on condition tie not be. iden@ed.
.

Judge refuses to stop

·

pay raises

CHICAGO-Illinois lawmakers and other top state of
ficials will collect heftier paychecks this week because a
judge ref
' used Monday to block pay raises set in motion last
summer.
But th�' court reserved judgment until March 8 on the con
stitutionality of the Compensation Review Board, created
last summer. The board's recommendations for higher pay
went into effect Jan.9.
Judge David Sh'ields,ruling in a suit filed by the Coalition
for Political Honesty, said there was no need io block the
raises i.mmediately because no extra state money had been
appropriated to pay the higher salaries.
Patrick Quinn,head of the coalition,called the ruling "a
victory for the taxpayers." He said his group will not appeal
Monday's decision, but will instead put pressure on
lawmakers to vote against an appropriation to pay the increased salaries.
.
"The only thing the judge determined today. was that·
t�ere was no emergency," Quinn said. "This gives us one
�he people can raise their voices."
rrlOr

·

breakthroughs," the study says, "with
unleashing a crash program of question
value and astounding cost."
The Council oli Economic Priorities iden
itself as "a non-profit organization establi
to disseminate unbiased and detail�
formation on the practices of U.S.
porations." The organization publishes thr
six studies a year.
William Hartung, one of the authors of
report, said the New York-based public po
research group specializes in studying
economic impact of military spending. I
financed by donations, foundation grants
memberships,he said.
Many millions of people would be kill
even a small nu.mber of nuclear missiles eva
defense system and a . multi-layered app
would have to be taken to build a ''leakpr
defense,the study'Says.
Each of the layers would need indepen
sensors,weapons and control systems and w
�.ave to be defended themselves against a
from 'nuclear,laser or conventional.weapons

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Strategic Defense
Initiative proposed by President Reagan is "of
questionable value and astounding cost," says a
new study which forecasts that the research alone
will cost more than the entire proposed budget
f-Or such programs as the MX nuclear missile and
the B-1 bomber.
''The goal of rendering strategic nuclear
missiles obsolete implies developing a virtually
perfect defense against nearly 1,400 land-based
Soviet ICBMs containing over· 6,000. in
dependently targetable warheads," says the
report by the Council of Economic Priorities.
The price tag for all this is impossible to say
since the Strategic Defense Initiative progr�.
popularly known as "Star Wars," is barely in the··
research and development phase, the report says.
But it adds: "The total program could. cost
$400 billion to $800 billion if it goes directly into
full-scale development after the current five-year
R and D phase."
Instead, the council is recommending a more
limited research effort aimed at exploring likely
.weak links in strategic defense systems.
"This would provide. a hedge against Soviet

·

·
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Report calls for eqtJal o,pportunity

WASHINGTON (AP)-A panel of children's
advocates charged on Monday that millions of
poor, handicapped and minority students are
being cheated by America's public schools,. and
that the rush to raise standards could make life
worse for those at the back of the class.
They said the plight of these children,and the
ways . that the schools and government a.t all
levels have responded to it,"support the worries
of those who fear the development of a per
manent underclass in America.''
"The United States cannot afford to leave un
derdeveloped the talents of millions of children
who happen to be born different by virtue of
..
race, language, sex or income status," said the
.QF;NEV·A,Switzerland-Saudi Arabia's oil minister,Ah
panel headed by former U.S. Commissioner of.
med Zaki Yamani, said Sunday an OPEC committee had
Education Harold Howe II and Marian Wright
made progress toward a solution to the· cartel's price
Edelma,n, president of the Children's Defense
disarray, but other officials were less optimistic.
Fund.
Yamani is chairman of the seven-member panel that met
They charge that minority and poor ch1lctren
for four and one half hours to prepare recommendations for
"do not matter as much . . . to some school of
an emergency meeting Monday of all 13 nations in the
ficials," and that, in Howe's words, "state· and
Organization �f Petroleum Exporting Countries.
local financing of schools adds up to a con-.
Committee sources said after the meeting ended late Sun- .
spiracy to spend more money on rich kids and
day that a majority of the. ministers had agreed that OPEC's
less money on poor kids."
oase price of $29 a barrel was at least $2. 50 too high. The
Howe also charged that President Reagan has
sources, speaking on· condition that they not be identified
presided
over
"an
anti-childhood
ad
said, however, they did not know if any specific price cu
ministration." He said he "did \not look for any
would be �ecommended.
relief " in' Reagan's second term.

·
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-Howe and Edelman chaired a 17-me
board of inquiry that conducted a two-year
·of the schools for the Boston-based Na
Coalition of Advocates for Students.
foundations supported the study, includi
Carnegie Corporation,the Ford Foundatio
Johnson Foundation and others.
The 162-page report, "Barriers to Exce
Our Children At Risk," exhorts the publi
educators to put equal opportunity back
forefront of the school agenda, vvhere th
phasis in the past few years has been on r
standards and striving for excellence.
The report criticized school districts that
smaller classes for gifted youths. That " d
from resource5 available to all other youth,
the report,which advocates keeping the gi�
regular classes.
At a crowded news conference in an el
tary school auditorium,Howe said "the d
schools are more open that they were 20
ago" for poor people, blacks, Hispani
students with learning problems. But "we
a lack of commitment to making these st
successful once they are in school," he add
Howe and Edelman said schools are
testing excessively and doing little to help
overcome weaknesses identified on the tes

·
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epresentativesspeak about seat belt law
tion of "Illinois Awareness Day," four
'ves from various Illinois governmental
kc to Eastern students Monday about the
e of Illinois' seat belt law.
included State Representative Mike
"°1arleston, Scott Miller, assistant to the
for transportation, and Terry Barnich,
adviser to the governor.
Max Coffey, R-Charleston, had also been
to appear, but was unavailable and sent his
McDaniel in his place.
versial seat belt law, which goes into efl requires that front seat occupants are
wear seatbelts when the motor vehide is

said he believes the controversy centers on

oew law is a violation of personal rights.
[legislators believe the law is an intrusion of
ts by having the law right in your own
" Barnich said, "while others hold that
have the right to get hurt in an automobile
become a burden to society.''
ton resident expressed concerns about
of police to stop motorists merely on.
of a violation of the seat belt law.
nded, "I don't think you'll have State
stopping and cheekirig to see if seat belts
owever, it will be a definite factor in
when motorists are stopped for other of·
as speeding or DUI."
student noted that the seat belt law will be
t an excuse to add another $25 to a traffic
ver said, "If you don't fasten your seat
the time the officer stops you and the
to your car, you deserve to pay $25 . "
ers also discussed -the internal workings
government and how they each became in-

-

·

Four Illinois government officials spoke with
Eastern students in the Triad food service Monday.
From left to right; Terry Barnich, legal adviser to the
governor, Scott M iller, assistant to the. governor for

volved in government.
Miller, an Eastern accounting graduate, said in or
der to land a job with the state government,''you do
have to know somebody. Our jobs are very much
politically connected.''
Another issue discussed was . the recent im
peachment of former Student Body President Joe
Butler.
·

or us " and wQuld accept
"from Joe and I only. I just
k in the mail and while
are reading
the News
, he'll receive the check."
again declined to comment ·
ssible damages or on the
lf. At Eastern, Clark said he
'ved correspondence from
regarding damages,
but
o divulge any cost estimates
letter would be presented as
in Wednesday's hearing.
also declined to comment
Ramada letter Clark will
Williams said no one· had
any information
about,
et, or had not infqrmed hi m
also learned Monday that
attendance at the ·retreat rriay
to defend themselves in front
'al board.
said
other
possible
·

.

131eatl

.

((figFlorida Getaway

ytona Beach Fort Lauderdale Fort Walton Beach

189.00 $229.00 $179.00
Fot additional info. call :

581-5664 Judy: 581-2213

___

---'---

violations of the conduct code have
surfaced as a result of last week's im
peachment hearing and are being in
vestigated. "Personally,
it's
my
opinion that if there are any other
violations we'll deal with it."
Butler and Geber have claimed that
student government adviser , Cassidy
bought a case of beer and distributed
alcohol to underaged drinkers.
Kohanzo said he has contacted the
Student Activities Office to "find out
what happened· and get a list of un
deraged students on the retreat.''
If other senators were called to ap
pear before a board, those hearings
would pro b ably be confidential!
When asked if he would file com
plaints against his· colleagues, Ge.her
said, "We're not backstabbers. Me
and Joe are kind of on the same
wavelength. ·I guess you could say
we're rats. If we have our backs against
the wall,we'll be as lowdown and dirty

When a student asked about the possible im
plications of "someone like Joe Butler" running for
mayor of Charleston, Weaver replied, "It would put
the fear of God in them (Charleston residents) and
they would turn out to the polls like never before."
Weaver also said Eastern students "could have
controlled the city (election returns)" bad they not
been so apathetic in November's general election.

---'--

---

-----

transporatation, State Rep. Mike· Weaver, A
Charleston, and Larry McDaniel,· adviser for State
Sen . Max Coffey. (News photo by Frank Polich)

as anyone. And we have our backs
against the wall."
Butler declined to explain how he
and Geber will . defend themselves.
However, Geber said he and Butler will
try to convince the board that they
were not representing the university
Sunday when they claim most of the
damage was done.
He added that the retreat was
originally scheduled to end Sunday
morning and that he signed for the
room himself Sunday afternoon after
the were stranded· in Terre Haute,
Ind. because of severe weather con
ditions.
"I've been
Butler said . only,
punished enough, Nixon got par
doned."
If found guilty, Butler and Geber
action
disciplinary
p ossible
face
ranging from a simple reprimand to' ex
pulsion- from the university, Kohanzo
said.

y

?-_._

� 4

Last year, the judicial board �xp�lled
one student and <suspended', mne.
Kohahzo added that he deals with an
average of four percent of the student
body - per year for any conduct
situation.

Correction
Ii was incorrectly stated in a headline
in Monday's Daily Eastern News that
Coles County Coroner Dick Lynch wili
soon go on trial for charges of misap
propriating county funds.
In fact, a grand jury has been selec
ted in the case -but has not yet con
vened. It will be up to the grand jury tq
decide whether Lynch will stand tri
ori the charges.
The Daily Eastern News regrets thi!
error.

',
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Votes did not count

Oplnlo�

Editorials represent
the majority opinion
of the editorial board
The Dally Eastern News
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Pro-:1 ife groups

should not play

With ·matches

Editor:
We are told to vote and not be
apathetic students. Last spring
·previously apathetic students
. came out in record numbers and
voted, and Joe Butler won by a
landslide.
Now Butler has been im·
·peached. Ironically, this·
president who received the over:
whelming support of the studen
ts has been impeached by
senators who received the sup
port of only a small fraction of
the student body. Some even
ran unopposed, practically voting
themselves. into office.
Do these senators actually
represent the voice and feelings
of the majority of the student
body? Are these the people who
should decide on impeachment?
We're certain the·majority of the
students are willing to forgive
Butler for any wrong he has done, and we doubt they favor
this impeachment.
But the.damage is done.
Butler, the students' choiqe, is
out. And what's the message to
the students who voted him in?
.It's clear. Their votes were
·

·

·

the Silly Party are satisfied n
meaningless; they have no
that the damage has been do
voice. It confirms the apathetic
Not only has he kept his cam·
student's belief that his vote
paign promise by doing
doesn't matter. Why vote? If the
"nothing" for us, but he has
senate doesn't agree with the .
managed to bring shame to t
students' choice for president,
.
entire
university by what he
no
It's
impeach.
merely
they
described as "a little fun." It
secret that the senate has never
doesn't matter if he paid for h
been pleased with the election
hotel room with his own mone
of Butler. There has been talk of
he was on a student govern
his impeachment since the day
retreat, and as a representa
he became president. And as
of Eastern and the student b
long as the president held that
he should have conducted hi
power, Butler's impeachment
self.
in a manner that would
inevitable.
almost
was
us proud instead of ashamed.
We came out and voted; the
It scares me to think about
senate came out and impeached.
fact that those who voted B
Did it ever really matter that we
into office also vote our gove
voted to begin with? Go ahead
ment officials into office.
and impeach Butler, but then
Next time campaigning beg
don't cry about student apathy.
let's hope you're not more in·
terested in a funny campaign
John Fehrma nn
speech than you are in the
David Woolridge
issues, and are careful not to
make anymore "silly" decisi
·

Senate is thanked

Fight fire with fire is a common ex
pression, but when you think about it, it is
impossible to stop a house from burning by
lighting its unburned portions. This idea ap
plies to the abortion controversy in two
ways.
The most obvious application is to the
bombings of abortion
. I:.
clinics by "pro-life" ad'
ocates.
Abortion is
sometimes defined as the killin_g of a human
bejng, but there is still controversy as . to
whether the fetus is a human being yet.
Bombings are a threat to beings that are
unquestionably alive. Of course, not all pro
lifers use explosives, but those who do ,
should realize that fire won't stop fire.
The second point is a bit more general. In
the case of abortion there ·are two
sides7'""pro-life and pro-choice (not pro
death). The two sides are hardly opposite.
In fact, the pro-choice side has at least
one major ideology in common with the proTeeth h!=lve played a painful part in my life.
is
Iif e
is
lif e . side.
That
that
When I was very young, I missed out on the joys of
sacred-especially t he mother's.
.
_
_
,
wiggling
about half of my loose baby teeth around
.
.
Something the pro-lifers seem to overlook . before giving them to the Tooth Fairy because hey
t
is that abortions will not stop because the were never.allowed to become loose. The dentist
·yanked them.
proper facilities for it cease to exist.
This traumatic youthful/dental experience resulted
Instead ' there could be a dramatic inin a fear of reclinil')� seats. It also resulted i� fear of
crease in the deaths of women who try to
.
·mu ak - B ut mostly 1t resulted in a fear of dentists and
.
·abort their unwanted pregnancies throu�h th e�
ir dr 11 1s.
.
.
un �fe means. H1stoncally, women who did
As my adolescent rebellion set in, 1 refused to v.isit
not have the option 6f legalized abortion any office with the letters D.D.S. next to someone's
have resorted to underground clinics staf- name. For about four years I was· able to ignore
fed by incompetent "physicians." Other cra ters in my teeth and the pain that comes with
them.
d esperate women have commi'tted SUICI'de
Then it happened. My mother got her first cavity. I
.
.
or per_tormed abortions on themselves with laughed in glee at the thought of the woman-whose
coat hangers.
main mouth worry was yellow stains from cigarette
'
As in the .earlier example, the fire won t be smoke--being forced to go through what haunted my
.
extinguished if abortion is made illegal. childhood.
1·�
convinced that my. mother was brainwashed
Death will still occur
during her first visit to the den�st in decades. The .
.
Abortion is a ch ice Each woman must
next time I came home, I was informed that an ap.
make this choice according to. her own pointment was already scheduled for me to sit in one
moral and emotional standards.
of those fancy recliners. I was not pleased.
Well, as fate would have it, I spent half my winter
Perhaps those who ·oppose legalized
br
ak my freshman year wandering to the dentist's
�
abortion should devote the time and money
1ce. B� the time break was over, I had no molars
�
0
.
spent on pro-life campaigns to already
without fillings.
.
ex1st'ing ad.option agencies
and a1'd f or
.
.
After that time, 1 did a pretty good job of avoiding
young unwed. mothers. At least part of the dentists ur.til about a week before this past winter
break. The back of one of my molars chipped away
house can be salvaged.

Edit

Nancy Scovle

Editor:
I want to offer my
congratulations and thanks· to the
Student Senate for doing me and
the rest of the student body.a
favor by impeaching Joe B utler.
I hope those_ who supported

orIaI

Band adds to spiri

Editor:.
I know you give a lot of s
to co.ntroversial topics, but I'd
like to give .some sP8ce for
colades for the pep band t
add� to the spirit of the gam
A special note should be ma
of the performance of the
national anthem by the young
man who does a fantastic job
have been attending Eastern
games since my marriage to
faculty member and have ne
heard it sung better.
R.ose Mary Shepher d
·

Editor's note:
Reader interest concerning
impeachment of former stu
body president Joe Butler
been extensive. Unfortunate
because of space limitations
are able to print only a sam
of the letters we receive on
issue.
In selecting lett
, ers for
publication, we will choose.
which most accurately refl
majority of letters submitted.

There is no way to escape dental pai

·

·

.

·

·

�

.

.

·

·

from de�y. I thought that fillings were supposed to

What ' § the po IDt?
·

prevent that from happening.. Perhaps I
mistaken.
So off I went again. Only this time I went to
dentist-a real classy one. 1 knew I was in tro
minute I stepped into the office. The dentist
asking me about my life histdiy as she shi
weird light directly into. my eyes. Then she
surgical mask. I knew the tooth was bad, but I
think they'd need to operate.
She touched my tooth with one of th
pokers. I winced. The usual question follow
that hurt?" Of course, the average patient w
yell, "No, it didn't hurt. I just thought I'd wince
if I was still any good at making ugly faces."
tists are smart. They stuff one's mouth full of
so that it's impossible to speak, let alone yell.
Well, a��r ab�ut- ten gallons of �ovocaine
hour of sitting with my mouth hanging open,
was done--or so I thought. But as I rpse
chair, moving my tongue around to see if my
was still there, I was told that my x�rays indica
my wisdon;i teeth would require removal.
But th�t s not �I folks. Last week the, t
apart again.
All of lhis proves only one thing-den
inescapable.
·

-Diane Schneidman Is the editorial pag
an<! a regular columlst for the Dally Eastem

r over the demise of
should be ·a signal to
t Senate. It w&S
that the senate
Butler's impeachment
half hours-I 'm sure.
was filled -with inte and discussion.
sure that all the
In my best interest
t. I cannot begin to
the senate could ·
t five hours of its
time on such a trivial
ghteous decision.
interested in student
t, but I do support
many students , he
single reason to
ention to stu dent
t students are too
ng to care.
to the senate is
reveling in your own
ce and maybe
will pay atttention to

writing this letter to ex

outrage at Joe B utler's
ue" imp.eachment.

pposed to believe that
impeached for
reasons?

e that hfs comments

ey were not in the
ests of Eastern, but in
.

of the imagination
reasons for im-

-

-�

peachment.
Now we tum to the retreat and
we believe Butler should have to
. pay for whatever damages he
caused , as long as he was the
only one who caused the
damages. But we don't believe
he should have to be on trial for .
how _he conducts himself out of.
offi ce.
No students ; the senators im
peached Joe Butler for selfish
·

personal reasons. They wanted
to feel important and with the
disruptive , silly Butler as the

figurehead of the student body,
they couldn't feel the self
importance that they so desired.
But look out senators, the
students who elected Butler by
450 votes last spring are still ·
around: We , the people who·
elect the president, should earn

some much needed respect.
Joe O ' Mera
Chuck Mcca n n

Do not cater to few

Editor:
After reading The Daily Eastern
Ne ws the last few weeks, I have
noticed an issue creeping into
the public eye: that of luring and
retaining minority students .
I pers onally don't feel that any
measures need be taken. The
university should not be in the
business of going out on a limb
to cater to the ·demands of a
select few who for one reason
or another have difficulty gaining
admittance and surviving in
college.
A university is a place where
one should gain and retain ad-

Opin ion

mittance by one, and only one,
criterion : performance . If a
student- cannot perform , tl'Mn he
should consider an early entry
into .the working world while the
rest of us struggle through.
I am no stranger to struggling
as some "minorities" may ti'y to
claim. Like. several others,at
Eastern , I have personally paid
for my school, as have my sister
and two brothers. · I have been
denied meager scholarships
because of my family
background. Being penalized , I
suspect, is because my parents
are still married after 25 years
and collectively earn an income
in the mid-middle income
bracket.
In a s e nse , therefore , I too am
·

Letters a n d c o l u m n s
r ep r e se n t t h e v i e ws
-

of t h e a u t h o rs

The Dally Eastern New s
_ Tuesday, January 29, 1 98 5

·

a minority. We all are minorities
in one way or ano the r. If a per- .
son is indeed si n cere about

overcoming their status as a

minority, they should start by not
calling attention to themsleves as
such by asking for special
privileges. Rather, they should
earn everything they. get.
If you want to get in college
and stay , dqn't ask for special
attention-just do it.
John Fla herty

·

Letter policy
The Dally Eastern Ne ws

'

Senate's action is justified

Ed itor:

. Many of my friends and I believe that the Student
Senate was comp letely justified i n removin g Joe
Butler from office . I ndeed , i t should have been

. done m u c h sooner-.
Butler didn't do his job. Anyone who believes
that h is crazy antics represent w hat we want from
stu dent govern ment is living in a d ream worl d . Ap
parently, it was i m possible for the the "silly"- can
d idate to make a serious effort to do his job .
Butler's antics are a l ittle l ess funny when you
remember that the office of president i s a paid
position . Even more soberi n g is the thought of

what a concerned , serious- m i nded student .body
president could have done to ease the p roblems of
security , alienation , minority enrollment, ever in
creasing costs and the d i m view many take of
stu dent government. But Butler was n ' t concerned

welcomes letters from any
reader addressing issues relating
to ttle campus community.
The name and telephone num
or serious- m i n d e d . He. was so u n helpful that
ber of at least one author must
· noth i n g was done .
be submitted with each letter to
the editor. ·
· William Helmbacher
·

d of t h e romanticized vi gilante is a ca.n cer of justice

the Charles Bronson movie 'Death Wish' fir

several years ago, many o verly sensitive
New York wrung their hands and s�ld that
surely imitate art, and that ordinary people

taking the la w into their hands and killing
happen. Of course, It 's never too late, and

yko, In his Jan. 22, 1 98 5 Chicago Trlbu�e
three of the Tribune, and in syndicated
across the country , Royko put his rubber
taking the law into one's own hands.
seem those who wish to preserve the
nstitution would wish to uphold its law,
regress to a law of the jungle, somet h ing
iety considers criminal.

fortunately
that
hasn't
been
the
er with the 30 cases of abortion clinic
aince 1 98 2 , nor the New York City sub
e when Bernhard Goetz shot f ou r you hs ,
addressed in his column.
e press and public have responded
the Goetz shooting. He has been given
title of "vigilante, " a citizen up in arms
going to take it anymore. But this John
is terribly off-base and unjust.
not have to look far to see that two of the
New York City papers lauded Goetz .. Upon
r to New Hampshire authorities and his
extradition to New York, the New York
him a hero.
same time frame, the Post's larger and
al competitor, the New York Times ,
lations by New York City Mayor Edand New York Governor Mario Cuomo
shooting "as. missing the point. "
ls th at politicians , including President
who also spoke out against Goetz,
elections by being tough on crime. But
roughly half of the people in N ew York
approved" of what Goetz did.
Y· seem easy to argue that the ll)Uggers
.

·

t

had sharpened screwdrivers in their pockets,
wouldn't the same argument which supports Goetz'
action support a cold-blooded murder of Richard
N ixon by the American public? Or destroying utility
companies which shut off electricity to those who
don't pay their bills on time?
Vigilantism is a cancer of justice. Jusfbecause one
has been mugged before does not allow him to make
the second mugger pay for the original crime.
Many who support vigilantism , including Royko,
also say America's form of government is the best in
the world. But that line of thought holds an obvious
contradicton. lfthe American system is to work, its
legislation must be supported.
Shooting a fleeing attacker in the back cannot be
justified by the Second Amendment to the U . S . Con
stitution-"the right to keep and· bear arms shall not

Personal file:

Dave McKinney

-

be infringed. "

The Goetz case was an extension of that clause.
Based on the decision not to indict him, the judiciary
announced that anyone has "the right to keep, con
ceal , bear and arbitrarily shoot arms. " While battery
is indeed a crime, which is more severe? Goetz' or
the muggers'?
Letting one's heart embrace an issue as Goetz'
grand jury apparently did, can be dangerous. Rallying
around an abstract principle of morality , like getting
even , is the same general tactic abortion clinic bom
bers have used. If one can't win , then the next step
is martyrdom. Ironically, the New York Times , which endorsed
Goetz, condemned the bombings. They · did so by
saying that moral arguments are solved by most
societies with violence, but in America, even since
the Pilgrims, tolerance has been the order.
If America is the land of the tolerant, shouldn't
Goetz' intolerance of the four New York youths have
also been condemned? Of course it should have, but
with bombs, the dissenters can be eli minated in
larger numbers. Totalitarianism can be easily en- .
forced that way.
-Dave McKinney Is ·the news editor of the Dally
Eastern News.
·

Bemhaid Goetz
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EIU m i nority CUPB d i sc usses FY ' 86 budget ;
en rollment .
plans for McAfee Gym outlined
investigated
>

·

by Mary Holland
The Faculty Senate Tuesday will
continue their investigation of
Eastern's minority enrollment decline. ·
Faculty Senate Chairman Ken Sutton said several ·minority faculty members will attend Tuesday's meeting to
discuss their ideas about minority
enrollment . The meeting will be held at
2 p.m. in the Union's Martinsville
Room.
"We're mainly concerned about two
points-recruitment and retentiOn of
. minority students and their ideas along
that line, " Sutton said . "The faculty
may have a brand new twist that we
haven't looked at yet . "
Sutton added Eastern President
Stanley Rives expressed his support of
. the senate's . efforts during a recent
meeting.
"He .believes all students will have a
better educauon if we're a ' pluralistic,
cosmopolit8ri university, " Sutton said . ·
"There's more to learning than what
goes on in the classroom, " he saia .
The senate will also discuss a recent
report · b y the North Central
Association which charged that the
senate failed to deal . with significant
issues.
Although faculty senate members
have called the report unfounded, Sut
ton said the senate needs to be "on its
toes. "
"It (the report) does give us · some
ca"se to say, 'Let' s be careful of
this, " ' Sutton said .
During the meetillg �th Rives, Sut- .
t<>lt:� lhe �aluation of university
services was also discussed. Sutton said
Rives has directed his vice presidents
along with University Relations Direc�
tor Dan Thornburgh to look at the way
services are currently evaluated.
Sutton added tJtat the senate will
discuss a reorganization of Continuing
Education and Adult Education ser
vices proposed by Vice President for
Academic Affairs Edgar Schick .
Under the proposal, most of the
Adult Ed . and Continuing Ed . services
will be moved under Margaret Soder
. berg, associate vice president for
�cademic affairs.

·

·

•

by Mlke Burke
The Council on University Planning
and B�dgeting met Monday with ·
Eastern President Stanley Rives to
discuss both the university's proposed
budget for 1 986 and a recent accrediting team's criticism of the council.
The 1 986 operations and grants
budget recommended by the Illinois
Board of Higher Education calls for a
1 0.9 · percent increa$e in state appropriations for Eastern . The average
increase in funding for all state universities, as reeommended by the board, is ·
1 0. 1 percent.
Eastern could receive $3 ,753,000
more from the state than last year if the
budget . i s passed b y . Governor Jim
Thompson in mid-July , Rives said.
Eastern's total appropriation from the
state being recomm�nded for 1 986 by
the IBHE is $38,266,600.
Each university in Illinois must
propose a budget to the IBHE each
· fiscal year . The board then reviews the
universities request's for state funds in
accordance with the state budget.
·

·

_

·

These budgets, after requests for ding for an additional $2,
funds in various areas have either been Eastern had requested for other
approved or cut, are recommended by and renovation projects.
the board and go to the governor for
Rives also brought up a recent
final approval.
Central Association accrediting
Rive8 added that before final ap- criticism of the council at Mon
proval of the budget is given by Thorn CUPB meeting.
pson, these figures may be adjusted
Rives asked council members
slightly downward. Explaining the thinking of ways to improve the
change, Rives said, "Figures have in light of th�t criticism. He added
never been adjusted up. "
any changes the council may
The board approved a $ 1 . 3 million "going about its business" will
appropriation request from Eastern until March 1 when Verna Arms
that would be used to rehabilitate takes over as the vice president i
McAfee Gymnasium.
.ministration and· finance.
Richard Liu, an employee of
"We may ultimately decide we
Eastern's planning and budget office, things just the way they are;"
told the CUPB that the remodeling will said. However, he added the
include the replacement of the heating may be set up in "a slightly dif
and air-conditioning systems , and the fashion. "
installation of drop ceilings, light fix
The NCA suggested· recently
tures, · sound-proof partitions and "the role and responsibilities o
paneling.
CUPB be reviewed by the facul
The council was also informed of the administration. " They furth
$635 , 1 00, which was approved by the ded that "any reorganizati
IBHE for fire safety improvements and redirection should attempt to
an energy conservation project.
clearly articulate and define
The board did not recommend fun- responsibilities of the group. "
·

·
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Spaflhetti
·

A�ter 4 p. m .

Z's H�ir Design.er�

$2.4

Spaghetti, meat sauce,
and garlic bread included.

212 6th St. 345- 54 5 1

corner

4th & Lincoln

Caesar's
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Growers had laborers picking fruit
up t o the last minutes Sunday, trying to
get the fruit to processing plants before
they closed -and state officials stopped
inspecting at midnight.
" We've got them picking. They're
working seven days a week, " said Jerry
Chicone III, who owns 500 citrus acres
near . Orlando. "We're using tractor
driiers and everything else . • •

,

· ruesdays

Growers brace
for anbargo

ped .

. ..· ·

l-- · ·1

·

M IAM I (AP)--0rowers raced the
clock to clear their first fruit before
. Monday's start of a week-long em
bargo designed to protect the
reputation of the state' s citrus,
damaged by a thr�ay freeze that
boosted fruit and vegetable prices and
put thousands of farm workers out of
jobs.
The embargo, adopted in an
emergency meeting Thursday ·of the
Florida Citrus Commission, began at 7
a.m. Monday . Any citrus certified free
of freeze d&maged, packed and ready
for movement before then can be ship-

can EA T .
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TUESDAY 'S SPECIAL:
: 3 pieces chicken , mashed potatoes
. and gra�, biscuits, and coleslaw
*2
: 2 pieces chicken , mashed potatoes
t and gravy,

•
•
•
·
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•
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biscuits, and coleslaw

_
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Refills on
drinks only

Also Serving Breakfast
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t 7 days
7 da · s a week
t · a week
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4
•
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ious tests lightell
SS i-equi reme nt load
''

is wo�th a graduation
t. At least that is one of the
various exams offer studen-

exam .

Services Director Herbert
·d, "Many students aren't
ugh of the exams, especially
s,unless they have plan-

8.

, the $30 testing fee must be
time and six months between
tes must be allowed. Other�
,student must take the course.
"
uams offer two generai
in humanities and another
sciences for six general
t credits each, and 1 6 sub
,he added.

an

President Stanley Rives,
Pemberton 8all's newly

Presidential -Dining Room.
ho writes a lifestlye column
rleston Times-Courier, said
nal interest in the media"
of the reasons for the lun-

that by bringing members of
"Jlledia to campus, it will en
more
them to provide
to the university's events, "

. "Being the university
•s wife, I feel I am in a
use the luncheon as a means
the university in the local
that media attention
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helps in "general fund raising ac
tivities" as well.

Guests at the luncheon will include
women representivites of · local
newspapers including , Betty Boyer,
publisher of the Charleston Times
Courier,· Sharon Hargis of the Mpt
toon Journal Gazette,· Linda Rankin of
the Arcola Record Herald; Maureen
Foertsch, editor of The Daily Eastern
News; and Chrystal Philpott, editor of '
the Charleston High School Press.
Boyer said, " I see it (the luncheon)
as an opportunity for women with
similar problems to get together and
talk about them . "
I n addition, Rives said she i s plan
ning to host a similar luncheon for area
business women next month, but no
· further details are currently available.
·
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Bartling added that the general
exams will be given March 1 3 and the
subject exams will be given March 14.
Students must register and pay the $30
testing fee by Feb. 26.
Another test offered by Testing Ser
vices
that
fills
a
graduation
requirement is the constitution exam.
Bartling said students can fulfill the
constitution requirement by successfully completing the constitution. exam- or taking History 2010 or 49 10,
'or Political Science 1 1 Ol or 2603 .
The constitution exam, giyen four
times a semester,will be offered for the
first time Feb.7 . Students must register
and pay the $ 5 testing fee by Friday.
Students may also complete the
· health education requirement by taking
a health proficiency or competency
exam April 2, he said. The registration
deadline is March 22.
· .Bartling noted that the profide1_1cy
exam offers credit for Health 1 200 but
no gr-ade; nowever the .competency
'
exam offers no credit or grade.
, The Writing Competency Exam,
also given by the Testing Center,
graduation
c o v e r s · · a n o t he r ·
requirement.
fie noted that students,who entered
the university after 1 98 1 , have earned
at least 60 credit hours and have suc
cessfully completed English 1 00 1 and
1 002, may take the March 5 exam. The
deadlint; for registration is Feb. 1 9 .

s' wife hosts 'luncheo n
n for women in media will
by Sandra Rives, wife of

ay S

-Herbert Bartling
Testing Service Direct()r
·

that after graduate studen
see which exams they are
take, they should sign up
ed tests which could inOraduate Records Exam,the
Management Admissions
Miller Analogies Test.
T exam will be given Friday
in the Union addition Arroom, Bartling said.
ust register and pay the $20
four days before the exam.
T will be given only on
during the spring semester, Students need to register and
testing fee by Feb. 1 1 .
e ORE exam will . be given
but Bartling said students
ter and pay the $30 testing
Services al�o offer exams to
uate students to fulfill class
graduation requirements.pie, Bartling said the
vel Examination Program
dents who ·have a good
'd in certain subjects to test
ses arid receive credit.
students find this easier than
course, " ,Bartling said,"But
can be deceiving. Many
who don't have the proper
d will be done a disservice
the exam."
that if a student does not
CLEP exam and wishes to
edit for the course, he may
e test as many times as
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But the CL EP can be
deceivin g . Many students
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background will be done a
disservice . by taking the

as well as undergraduate
may take advantage of
exams
offered each
the Testing Services Cen
t Services Building· room
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Third party governor?

The D•ll

U of l instructor plans 'different' cam paign

by Michael Oark

The first problem Nowlan sees is a
Illinois voters will be exposed to a "lack of understanding of what's
new type of political campaign next going on within our state economically
year, when . University of Illinois and demographically, " he said . "The
political science instructor Jim Nowlan leaders in the state don't understand
challenges the "traditional" ideas of · the dramatic transformation . that
Illinois . is going through at the
politics.
Nowlan, 43 , is running for governor nioment ' '
A se ond problem is ' "the un
on a third-party ticket in the 1 986
derdeveloped image of Illinois.
Illinois gubernatorial race.
"We simply don't have an ap
Describing himself as a " flaming
and
attractive
image moderate, " Nowlan said he is running propriate
for Illinois' highest offices on .a "low throughout the country and the world.
,
This, I sincerely believe, is hurting us
budget, issue-oriented, campaign.
"The campaign will be so different while we struggle to compete on an
that it inay become the object of economic basis . "
A third problem Nowlan cited was
ridicule or fascination , " Nowlan said
in a nine-page "concept paper" education. "I think we run the risk of
outlining his campaign . "To have a creating an underclass in our education
Jim Nowlan
cJiance of success, the campaign Will system because of the dramatic dif
hllve to be perceived by the. media as ferences in funding . and the quality of
state government; Nowlan calls himself
a
"jack-of-�l-trades' '
in
Illinois
serious, credible and of compelling in- education across our elementary and
terest . "
politics.
our secondary systems, from the city to
He was elected to the Illinois House
In a series of telephone interviews suburbs and out to certain rural areas .
last week , Nowlan said he decided to
o.f Representatives in 1 968 at the age of
''These our some areas where our
run for office siX months ago, when he lel:}ders simply fail to see what's going : 26, where he served until 1972 . That
"determined that an alternative can on, or are unwilling to understand, ' ' he
year, former Illinois Governor Ri.chard
didacy was needed in our gubernatorial said.
' B. Ogilvie asked Nowlan to be his run
ningmate in a re-election bid in which
race. ' '
Nowlen will have a $ 1 00 limit on in
Nowlan said there are three major dividual campaign contributions and
they were narrowly-defeated .
areas of concern in Illioois which he expects· to work from a $500,000 cam
In 1 978, Nowlan coordinated U . S .
believes must be adressed from the paign budget.
· sen . Charles Percy's successful bid for
governor's of�ce.
re-eleetion to the Senate, and the
·citing his previous experiences in
·
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following year he organized Jo
dersoi:i's Independent presidential
paign.
He also has worked for Gov.
Thompson to "shape up troubl
agencies" on three separate ·
and has also been Thompson's
assistant in education.
"Even though Thompson,
has been a good governor, I
time for a change, " Nowlan
think state government needs
of new enthusiasm and new
certainly every decade. If (Tho
runs again, he would be seeking
ter his second decade as governot
Nowlan said he supports
party system; but "also feels a
would get the interest of the peo
Nowlan said he will stay awa
the usual sources of modem
paigning . He will make no t .
commercials and will depend
on media coverage to get the i
the public .
He will also rely on a series
tures and round-table discussio
will write bi-monthly essays
issues which he plans .to
newspapers . Nowlan said h
publish a book outlining those
th_e spring of 1 986. .
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als ham per art acquisitions

. Econom y
leveling off-

,,

fast among the art community.''
Although Evans has not recently at
tempted to secure an outdoor exhibit
NEW YORK (AP)-The business
for Eastern,he said he wilUry to find expansion, say the economists, i� a
outside pieces for spring exhibits.
. mature one now,having grown beyond
"I don't know at this time if we will those rambunctious years of youth
have any (outd.oor exhibits)," he ad- when you didn't know what surprises
ded. "I do intend to get some though lay ahead.
. because the Tarble Art Center has an
The expansion is quieter, steadier
· area which was designed specifically now. Gains are· more modest,and they
for the display of outdoor exhibits. ".
are also more predictable. Few surWhen incidents of vandalism do oc- prises seem in store,but that too is in
. cur to outside exhibits, Evans said terpreted as reassuring, since surprises
TAC pays compensation to the artist - can be bad as well as good.
through insurance policies.
As a Merrill iynch economic letter
He added that if insurance does not puts it, "We have not seen the
cover the damage, money to pay for speculative buildup of inventory the
the ruined piece is taken out of TAC behavior of the commodity markets,or
funds which would otherwise be used the extremely upbeat mood of business
to purchase art or exhibits for display.
that has often characterized the period
Several incidents of vandalism have prior to a cyclical peak," a term
plagued the TAC in the past including euphemistically used to disguise the
the demolition of a TAC sign and grim reality that all expansions end fo
pieces of art being tampered with . or recessions.
stolen from the exhibition area. Except for a few diehards who maintain the economy already has begun the
descennnto recession, you don't even
.;__
hear that nasty term anymore. Neither
do you hear much about a return to in
The program will emphasize annual
is "to proYide money donate $5,000 or more.
flation, or to double-digit interest
giving from alumni, parents, faculty
Rives added that 42 charter members
priated funds f or the ·
rates.
and staff, business and industry, and
were
Club
the
President's
ent of the university . of
. In its maturity, the economy is ex
local, regional and national founattention to enhancing recognized at a luncheon Monday afpected to produce only modest wage
dations.
ternoon.
emic program.''
gains, but gains that aren't offset by
Another aspect of the program in"Thus we are not only announcing
the committee made an. inrising inflation. Profits are expected to
volves planned giving through · wills,
ey of the campus com- the Tenth Decade Campaign, but also
. grow by 8 percent or so, about the.
trusts and life income gifts.
first ap
the
that
received 28 t requests from announcing
same as last year but far below the 49
Capital efforts of the program will
proximately $ 1 00,000 of our $5 million
onnulated 250 projects.
. percent leap in 1983 when the ex
include construction and endowment
the program will build on goal has already been accomplished,''
rambunctious
a
was
pansion
of the foundation.
of -the Eastern Illinois Rives said.
youngster·
Ross
said
the
university
adThe categories for gifts in order of
Foundation which has
Consumers aren't expected to go on ·
ministration
will
be
asked
to
identify
and
scholarships
are
priority
their
re than $2 million.
any spending spree. In fact, many of
approved of a· new awards, faculty-staff development, four or five small construction projects them can't, simply because they've
to undertake over the five years.
, the President's Club, academic prograQl support ; capital
crediri
their
up
used
already
In addition,- here - are plans · to
foundation. The club was · projects,.endowed professorships and
availability. But neither · are ' tMy e[a
double the endowment in the founin December to recognize chairs, student life enrichment, equip
pected to go back int<> a protective
dation
from $2 million to $4 million.
fellowships.
graduate
and
ment
of
contributions
who make
cocoon.
· re and corporations which
Credit costs are foreseen as declining
a bit more before rising again,but the
rise isn't expected to be one of those
explosions that . have occurred several
times over the past decade.
There are some areas of concern,as
there always are,and some of the con
cerns are big ones,such as the inability
· of Washington to cut spending, and
the weakness of U.S. exports. There is
uncertainty t too,especially about what
Washington will or will not do about
taxes and budget cuts.
o

.

incidents of vandalism
The act of va ndalism
at the Tarble Art Center
, the past defacing of . ma ke people· look poorly art pieces could hamper
u po n
E a s te r n ' s
exhibits in the future.
TAC Director Robert popula tion They tend to
vandalism has recently see them as poorly in
tside art pieces,he noted
exhibit, a large welded tellectua lly dev eloped a nd
" created by Jim John- unsophi stica ted.
lay outdoors.
JSh has been pushed over
-Robert Evans
in the past," he added..
ored· to the ground but
TAC Director
pushed over, we found .
r it more securely.''
lice Cheif Tom Larson
bas not been made aware fered for display to Eastern. "
"The acts of vandalism make people
vandalism incidents that
at the TAC.
Eastern's
upon
poorly
look
t that has occurred to population. They tend to see them as
displayed outside the poorly intellectually developed and un
said, "could . create sophisticated," he noted. "This isn't .
outdoor art being of- true, but word of vandalism travels
·
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_ Make.the most out of your dollar
by shopping ttie classified-s ! .

•

Skills Sem.m&r
q and Abuse"

arolyn Condit
Lawson Hall

Jacki_e Reid

Survivor
may Noon, Jan . 30
Green up Room
Union
by the Cou�g Center

· re

SME
by :

Fra n k Draza n on
tlstlca l Qual ity Control

: 7 : 00 p . m . tonight
: Phipps Lecture Hall

N•xt Meeti ng:

eb. 5 7 : 00 p . m .
hipps Lecture Hall
Mr. Cliff Embrlck
will lecture on:
Robotics training
el interested persons
invited to attend

j'9Qne �n
* Free Drinks *

LADIES

9-9:30 · p .m. -

Each · Lady seated in a Booth
Area at 9:00 sharp will receive a
Free Drink.
·

;f ·� · {!
..

t'YO NO KO NO HO USE
· Genuine Chinese Food

1 505 1 Bth St.
3 4 8-59 4 1

D.P.M.A.

MEETING
AND SPEAKER
WHEN : WED. JA N.

30
6:00 PM
WHERE: PHIPPS
LEC TURE
· HA LL

SPEAKE R :
LA RR Y JANES
SU BJ ECT: 
INTER VIEWING

*

TRY OUR NEW :
LUNCH SPECIAL only. $2.39

*

COMBINATION PLATES -

(serving Tuesday thru Sunday 1 1 a.m.-4 p .m.)

·

only $3.25-$3.50
(serving all day)
served with fried rice and egg roll

Now

()p�n .

·

C LOSED M O N DAY

TUESDAY THRU THURSDAY 1 1 a.m.-lO p.m.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 1 1 a.m.- 1 1 p.m.
SlJNDAY 1 2 noon-9 p.m.

-

10
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· Savi ngs cards sti l l avail able

News and local merchants. Most merchants give a 1 0
by Tim Webb
Student Senate members will be handing out percent discount o n goods and. services .
Several merchants who currently offer a discount
Student Savings Cards next week in the . University
Union, Eastern's financial vice president said Wed- to students who present the savings card were unable
to make an estimate on the cards's usage.
nesday.
.
For example, Rosey Sowers, manager of Pad and
Financial Vice President Tammy Walker said
because of the number of cards already distribu.ted, - Pencil Office Supplies Inc . , 802 1 8th St . , said "I
there are 3 , 800 cards left for distribution this don't think the students have been notified eriough to
know about them . "
semester.
Allowing the students to use the card the store
Last fall, when the program began, 1 0,000 cards
,
were printed and mailed to Eastern students who live "hasn't hurt, the business, she added but declined to
on campus and made available to others at several o ffer a numbei: of students who have presented the
card for a discount.
locations.
In addition, John Bell, manager of Bell's Flower
If a student would like to have a savings card,
Walker stressed that students pick . them up in the Corner, 1 3 35 Monore, said the student discount card
has been ' 'used often during the holidays and we are
Student Government Office in the Union.
She added that the savings cards "are meant to hoping for art increase in usage of the card for Valensave college students money and incre.ilse community tines Day . "
Ron Wood, manager of Byrd's Cleariers, Univerand university relations . "
The current savings cards will expire on Aug. 3 1 , sity Village, declined to comment about the use of the
1 98S, Walker said adding that plans to renew the car savings card .
Speaker of the Senate, Ron Wesel, said the success
ds next fall are currently being discussed by the
of the savings card has not yet been officially deter,
senate .
Student Savings Cards are produced by student mined.
government in cooperation with The Daily Eastern

Pope tel l s crow
i n· Lat i n Americ
to remai n· faithf

•

�

·

' M i l k carton ' a ppr9ach to fin�ing children
ta kes root across nation ;
NEW YORK (AP)-More than 100 dairies. have
signed up for a program to distribute abducted
children's photos on millions of milk cartons, and
sponsors said Monday that the idea, bOrn in Iowa, is
taking root arourid the nation.
. Under a program kicked off Monday at a Manhat
tan news conference, a manufacturer will feature pic
tures of a total of 24 missing children on milk cartons
it distributes to daries ·around the country.
The dairies will have the option of using the special
message in lieu of their regular advertising on the
side• of the cartons .
believe this will lead to the locating of a num"\Ve
'
.

1 09 'dairies join i n

ber of missing children, ' ' said Howard R. Wilkinson
of Jackson, Mich . , president of the National Child
Safety Council.
The program 'is an offshoot of local efforts in
Iowa, Illinois, California and elswhere. Last week,
Doria Paige Yarbrough, a 1 3-year-old runaway, was
reunited with · her family in Lancaster, Calif. , after
her picture appeared on a milk carton . Doria was
watching television with friends in Fresno, Calif. ,
when a carton was shown and she was
' u·rged to return
home .
All' the children pictured have · been certified as
criminally abducted .

The Dall

·

CARACAS, Venezueta (AP)-Pope John P
told wildly cheering crowds in the Andes Mo
not to be swayed by the ideas that oppose c
teachings , and o n Monday evening urged the
to help and defend the poor.
.
"To be faithful to the church means to n
yourself be taken in by doctrines or ideologies
trary to Catholic dogma, " .the pope told the
in the southwestern Andean town of Merida
Mass on the third day of his Latin American jo
Later, he met with a group of Roman Ca
clergy in this capital city and said, "There are
i n which social progress and well-being
themselves in luxurious egotism, while other
remain in poverty, misery and-illiteracy. ' '
The church he said, "cannot ignore
situations . ' "
Since arriving Saturday on the first stop of a
country tour, the pope has emphasized several
the clergy's need to defend the poor within the
ch's guidelines .
Latin America has been a testing ground i
so-called liberation theology, a blend of
tea�hing and, at times , Marxist theology that
spired activism among the clergy.
The Vatican has condemned the inclusi
Marxist analysis in Roman Catholic theology.
In Merida, the pontiff celebrated· Mass at a
covered altar atop a steep platform . Members
crowd, dressed in colorful Andean Indian Po
and knotted caps, chanted "long live the pope ! "
The Vatican described Merida, home of the
versity of the Andes, as one of Venezuela's
religious areas.
So far on his journey, the pope has h
traditional Roman .catholic themes-cond
abortion, divorce · and sterilization, sup
Catholic education, Church fidelity and streng
families .

TUESDAY
SPECIAL ·
3-piece dinner

•pota toes
•gra vy

•cote sla w
•biscuit

$ 1 . 99
�ntucky

. d][i)�[U[i)[i)�
. �[L[l[i)[i)[i)��[I

(every Tuesday)

Fried Cbicken.
-

�

l�
'

'�;�)

1 o7 Lincoln
Charleston, IL
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WYNN A CADEMY .
OF MARTIAL ARTS

(TAB KWON DO , KARATE,
HAPKIDO, YOGA, KU!'fG FU)
202 1 Western Avenue
MATTOON , ILLINOIS 6 1 93 8

************************ *********

J .

(217)-258-8515

SONY UCXS90
MAXELL XL 1 1 S 9 0
JVC DA7/<JO
TDK SA<JO

****************** ****

Class Schedule

·

M ON,- TUES,- WED -, FRI
1 2 : 30 - 1 : 3 0
5 : 30 - 6 : 30
MON, WED, FRI
. 4 : 00 - 5 :00

What can Tae Kwon Do give me?
self. defense
self control
self confidence
self discipline
self respect
self awareness

1
ag1 ity
.
.flexi'b'l
1 ity
competition
physical fitness,
weight control
.

.

·

TOSH I BA 1 9·· TV

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

'

3 -month Introductory Course
only $75 .00
Call for more information
.di

\!")

REMOTE COllTROL

$ 359

ELECTRON IC TUN ING

$ 329

P A N A S O N I C 1 9"

JANUAR Y SPECIAL

PA NASON I C 1 9'"
HECH AN IC AL TUNER

·

3 /$ 8 . 99 '
31S9_99
3/S(>:99
3/$7_99 .

S ,_LE ENDS J AN . 3 1

$ 27 9

S ALE ENDS J AN . 3 1

;
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Nicaraguan rebels stun CIA ·

one official familiar with U.S. efforts
ON (AP)-Reagan ad- Nicaraguan Democratic Force.
to rid the FON of Lau and Qther
fficials say the limits of
The U.S.-backed force, known in
r the rebels it backs in Nicaragua by its Spanish initials, FON,
National Guard. officers who fol!ght
ft been evident . by Honfor longtime . dictator Anastasio ·
has been fighting . for four years to
that the rebels have overthrow the leftist Sandanista gover- . Somoza before his overthrow in 1 979.
The official · said FDN leaders, optical dissidents in Hon- ... nment in Nicaragua.
to the purge, apparently decided
last
posed
'Surprise
expressed
officials
U.S.
, who insisted on week when informed that, according to to " fool the gringos" by shifting Lau
said the Honduran statements from two ,rebel leaders, the from a public to a secret position.
Another official said the incident
ght the CIA off guard. officer, Col. Ricardo "Chino" Lau,
leaders had assured the had not been purged but at least until showed that while the CIA had direct
command and control over · certain
a key military officer
last year was still with the rebel group.
"If Lau was there after · January operations, such· as the mining of .
"cated in the abuses had
two years ago from the 1 983 , it was clearly . deceptive, " said Nicaragua's harbors, the agency had

·

·

shows

only limited influ�nce over the FDN's"
· internal operations .
In an interview with the Associated
Press, Edgar Chamorro, former FDN
propaganda chief, said Lau was never
ousted from the rebel group, as the
CIA was told, but was simply moved
from his post as the FDN's intelligence
officer to head of the rebels' counterintelligence unit.
Chamorro said Lau's new job was a
"more obscure position," but one
which granted him broad power within
the FDN .

.

·

TONIGHT!
Special
· Quarter Beer Night

pped ·

·

Drafts 25¢

official -

Open Tues, Th urs ,
Fri & S a t 8 p m
Mon & Weds :: 9 pm
1405 4th St .
-

(AP)-A U.S. Embassy
who was kidnapped 1n
a year ago was shown on
onday saying he and two
Americans were well.
on, Cable News Net
that U.S. officials saw
pe last summer that
"st Jeremy Levin and
urned to be captives in
the administration urged
be kept quiet at the

,,��

·.

said State Department
nfirmed the existence of
ment spokesman Ber
ever, refus�d comment
rt .

obtained by Vis.news, a
international television
owed William Buckley,
of the U.S. Embassy in
alone against a blank
· g a copy of a Beirut
Jan. 22.
22nd of January 1 985 , I
y friends Benjamin Weir
·n are also well . We ask
ent take action for
"ckly," Buckley said in
video.
did not identify the
ptors nor specify any
their release. The only
d has come in calls
identifying itself ' 'Jihad
Holy War, calling for
to leave Lebanon.
aw Buckley being kid
March 16 and the Rev.
Weir, a Presbyterian
kidnapped last May 8.
t bureau chief of the
ork, has been missing
7 last year and was
ve been abducted.
n, Kalb said, "We ob
this evidence that
·is alive and well and .
that Jeremy Levin and .
are also well. "
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The right time. The right plaee.

State Farm Is hiring.
If you're a sen ior with a data
processing, computer science.or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you i n one of the
largest corporate data process
ing facilities In the country.
There are actuarial and audit
ing jobs open, too.

·

·

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm - is one of America's leading
Insurance companies. Through
Innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer; and one of
the top life Insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the- art

data processi ng equipment You'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.

Contact your campus

Placement Direetor about
State Ferm today.

Or visit the State Fann Re
cruiter. Our representative will
be on campus Feb. 1, 1 985.

�TE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES. Home Offices: Bloomington lllinqls. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

r >·:.
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Pres.s here f9r a great
data processin g care er:

er

·
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Ron Wesel said inmust be carrying at
hours and have a 2.0 or
t average . .
must also solicit 25 or
from resid�t hall
ons are due in the senate
. Feb . 5 . .

•
, , ,,_ ..;

·

senate ·
available

tes
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Tues,t'ay' s
.1 2 :

January 29,

Classlfled ads
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· -ruesday 's

Digest

TV

5:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.
2, 1 5 , 2�ta Barbara
3, 1 � uiding Light

9-1 Dream

2 , 1 o-News

3-Newscope

f Jeannie

. 1 7, 38-General Hospital
2:05 p.m.
5-Bugs Bunny and Friends
2:30 p.m.
9-Bugs Bunny
·
1 2-sesame Street
2:35 p.m.
.
5-Heekle and Jeckle and
Fri.ends

3:00 p.m.
2, 1 5 , 2 0-ScoOby Doo

3-Bamaby Jones
9-Superfriends
1 0-Brady Bunch
1 7-Hour Magazine
38-lnspector Gadget
·3:05 p.m.
5-Flintstones
3:30 p.m.
2-Charlie's Angels
9, 1 5, 2o-Scooby Doo
.
1 0-Fat Albert
1 2-Mister Rogers
38-H eathcliff
3:35 p.m.
5-Flintstones •

. 4:00 p.m.
3-Hart To Hart

9 , 1 0-Dukes of Hazzard
1 2-8esame Street
1 5 ;20-Happy Days Again
1 7-Every Second Counts
38-1 Dream of Jeannie
4:05 p.m.
5-'l.eave if to Beaver
4:30 p.m.
2-MASH
1 5, 20-Diff'rent Strokes
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati
38-Sanford and Son

. 4:35 p.m.

5-Andy Griffith

ACROSS
1 Caron-Ferrer
film : 1953
5 Singer's
syllables
10 Basenj i ' s lack
14 Ideal spot
1 5 Shade .of green
16 Seed husk
17 Takes a drink
20 African garb
21 Cotton fauric
- 22 A - able
. 23 Replete .
25 Soprano Mary :

1877- 1967

,;

28 Choir voices
29 Long-gone bird
32 Buck ender
33 Respond to a
corny joke
_34 NATO , e . g .
3 5 Exposes
crooks
39 Guitarist Paul
40 Links gear
41 Collar or
j acket
42 Noun suffix
43 S inger Kirk
44 Calif. college
founded in 1887
46 Aped Niobe
47 Cotton unit
48 Great amount
51 Defender's
fence
55 Museum piece
58 Fluff
59 Type size
60 Mrs . Peel of
" The
Avengers"
6 1 Graf 62 " Algiers " co
·star
63 Film segment

9-Jeffersons
1 2-3-2- 1 Contact
1 5 , 2 o-Jeffersons
1 7-People's Court
38-$ 1 00,000 Name That
Tune
5:05 p.m.
5-Beverly Hillbillies
5:30 p.m.
2 , 3 , 1 0, 1 5, 1 7 , 20-News
9-Alice
1 2-Nightly Business Report
38-Let's Make A Deal
5:35 p.m.
5-Gomer Pyle, USMC

8:00 p.m.
2 ,-Newlywed Game
3, 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News
9-Barney Miller
1 0-Entertainment Tonight
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer
38-Family Feud
8:05 p.m.
5-Little House on the Prairie
8:30 p.m.
2, 1 5 , 20-Wheel of Fortune
3-PM Magazine
9-Benson
1 7, 38-Three's Company
·

7:00 p.m.

2, 1 5, 20-A-Team
3, 1 o-Jeffersons
9-Charlie's Angels
1 2...,.-Nova
1 7 , 38-Three's A Crowd
7:05 p.m.
5-Movie: "Standing Tall"
( 1 978) Robert Forster as a
struggeling rancher harassed
by a wealthy land baron. Lin
da Evans. ( 2hrs. , 5min. )
7:30 p.m.
3, 1 0-Alice
1 7-Who's the Boss?

DOWN

1 Lascivious

2 Conceit
3 Rents
.
4 " There is light

...

Larcom
5 Reached the
brain
6 Fat liquid
7 Setback
8 Select number
9 Residue
10 Rathbone
11 Letters • other
half
12 Small brook
13 Abstractionist
Paul
18 Seine feeder

Report errara llnmedlalely . 111·2112. A
wlU ...... ln tlle next edlllon. U.._
ctinnot be ..eponalble for en lncorNCt ad
at lnHl'tlon. DMdUne 2 p.m. prewloua dey.

ta.Services Offered

Crossword
1:00 p.m.

2 , 1 5 , 2o-Alptlde
3, 1 O;-Robert Kennedy and
his times-conclusion
9-College basketball
1 2-Frontline
1 7 ,38-MacGruder and Loud

9:00 p.m.

2, 1 5 , 2 o-Remington Steele
9-News
1 2-Making of a Continent
1 7 , 38-Call to Glory
9:1 0 p.m.
5-Movie: "The Glass House"
( 1 972) Hard-hitting TV movie
about prison life and its effect
on one sensitive first offender
(Alan Alda) . ( 2 hrs. )
1 0:00 p.m.
2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 2Q-News
9-WKRP in Cincinnati
1 2-Doctor Who
38-Twilight Zone
1 0:30 p.m.
2, 1 5 , 20,-Tonight
3-MASH
9-INN News
1 o---Fall Guy
1 2-Latenight America
1 7-Entertainment Tonight
38-Nightline
1 1 :00 p.m.
3-Hawaii Five-0
9-WKRP in Cinoinnati·
1 7-Nightline
38-Eye on Hollywood
1 1 :30 p.m.
2 , 1 5 , 20-Late Night with
David Letterman
9-Movie: "Away all Boats"
( 1 956) Life aboard a U . S .
Naval vessel during World
War I I . ( 2 hrs. , 30min)
1 7-Bamey Miller
38-NOAA Weather Service
1 1 :40 p.m.
1 0-Columbo
Midnight
3-More Real People
1 7-News

37 Journey
19 Big Ten 's
38 Oberlin time ·
Fighting frame
23 Runs
. 44 Links legend
24 0smonds '
45 Hodgepodge
home state
46 E . P . A .
25 " The Misfits "
concern
star
47 Tack
26 " Get Happy"
48Tempie te.am
composer
49 Computer item
27 Pigeon's place
50 "- kleine
28 Action site
Nachtmusik"
29 " Veritas
5 1 Show devotion
vincit , " for one
52 Sigher's
30 Synthetic
phrase .
fabric
53 Attican
31 NASA
township ·
hardware
54 0f a time
33 Hamlet's
56 Coll. room
father in Act I
57 Jungian
36 Kind of film concern

See page 1 3 for answers

Ex·

cellent pec:kagea llVllllllble .
Memory Typing Service:
papers , cover lettenl , and
much more . Aleo , eelf-eervlce
typing and eelf-eervlce copies .
It's All At PATTON QUIK PRINT
In the hew West Park Plaza ,
822 w. Lincoln. 345-833 1 .
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_oo

vice-low prices.

Cloee to
campus at 207 Lincoln. 345oo

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Need that favorite poster
matted so It won't get ruined?
The Craft Depot has a matting,

dry

mounting, and laminating
service. 581 -38 1 8 University
Union.
____ 1 /30

, ....

Help Wanted

. · �:: �:

Help wanted: Students In·
terested In · the welfare of
others-ALPHA PHI OM EGA
wC'lts you! For more Info. call
Sheryl at 58 1 - 2 201 or Mark
581 -3536.
______ 1 /2 9
Babysitter: in our home full
time weekdays. Call 345·
9294.
______ .2 / 1
Wanted: Edur.,..,_ major to
tutor
reading.
Call 3 C I" - "' ·
______
1 /3 1

r

Immediately;
apart

2 bedroom IM1fumlahed

ment near aquse . Call Leland
Hall Reel Estate. 345-7023

.-18

glr1a to ahln ef.
flclency apartment. $1 20.00
per month and shared utllltlea .
Wented-5

Call 235-2422 between 8 : 00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

.

,./1

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

REGENCY APARTMENTS:
Now leaelng for aunmer and
fall. 345-9 1 05 .

-=---:-------00

Two bedroom apartment
available now , aunmer, or fall .
Rent starting at $280 a month
for two people . Phone Carlyle
Apartmenta 345-77 46

...

'

Wanted: An opponent with
reasonable proficiency in the
game of chess. Torn, 3481 728.
_
_;_
_
_
_
_
_
_2 / 1

Rides/Riders ·
HELP! I need a ride to Mt.
Prospect or N. West suburban
area . Leave FRI, FEB 1 st.
WILL PAY GAS $.
call
Matt , 58 1 ·38 1 o att.r 2 : 00
__,,.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ 1 /30
Rider/ride from Decatur/Mt.
Zion. ..ec;. Call Rod 875·4324 .
/1
2 need ride to Arlington
Heights area 2/1 . Call 5075 or
348-87 1 5.
______ 1 /3 1

Please

R oo mma te_s
_______

...._

Male

Furnlahed 8leeplng rooma

for men avalillble

� �_

Wanted

ft

1 1 th. 345-7781
.,.,---------' 1

oo

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

1 o• A..)'ilCE\..

.1)
...
. ---------

Subl1•er needed . - Own
bedroom of two .
Only
$ 1 1 0/mo. · CLOSE . 2 0 1 0

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

JOB HUNTING? Copy-X
reeumea get reaultal Fast ser
63 1 3

Fo r Ren t
________

............

Profeeaionlll Reet.me . and
Typing Service . Reeumee : high

quality, typed and typeeet,

t•

need to
apartment.
Own
. bedroom. $ 1 50/month plus
1 /2 utlHtlea . Call 345-4 7 43.
____ 1 /3 1
roommate

sublease

For Rent
2 bedroom furnished ap&rt.
ment near Square. $ 1 70. Call
345-7 1 7 1 from 1 0- 1 1 or 5-7

--------�oo

F_o_r_·s_a_
le

.......

_
_

WISCONSIN-3 acres near
Minong. Wooded, secluded
peaceful ! .
Walk · to
lake.
$ 2 , 800 total. 2 1 7·328·4079.
3/1 8
'69 Camaro: runs excellent ;
started In the cold weather. lnterlor excellent; need money.
Call 345·4 9 1 5
1 /29
AUDIO
AND
VIDEO
CASSETTES . Extremely low
prices. Write P.O. Box 2 7 5 ,
c har1eston or ca1 1 58 1 - 2 5
30
___________
Professional Artist: Portraits
drawn or piil nted. $25 and up.
Satisfaction guaranteed. 3480242 _
_
_
_
_
_
_
_2 / 1
Complete GAE STUDY KIT.
Most recent edition . Save
money and score high . $99.
348· 1 2 1 8, Ruaa.
_
_
_
_
_____--.,.-2 / 1
AKC Cocker Puppies, $ 1 00
eech with papers . Call 6 1 8·
544-7878.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
.- / 1 4
_
Pai r
ot
Omega
50 1
Promonltor speakers. 6 moo- .

��

MISSING IN
large,
bright
DAYTON A-Tri
Two-FREE-$ 1
Sponsored
by
Omega. PLEASE
YOU can have It
finished! Call
Lost: EIU 
Hardees In U
Contains drivers
credit card, SS
If found pleaae
2650.

tha old, great condtlon
. Call
.
345-3384 .

.

______

For Sale:

Awe1d

equalizer, used
581 -8 1 94.

only

1 /29 .

graphic
8 months.

_______

11 1

A erobics !
Call Now For

Spring. Schedule
348-8883

MONTHLY RATES
* S 1 6 (2 x wk.)
• S20 (3 x wk·.)

!

�iiiiiiii
iii
mm
ii
·��_

-eam pUS clips

Th• Placement Center will conduct a resume
writing seminar at 3 : 30 p . m . Tuesday, Jan . 29 in
the Union Casey room. Everyone welcome.
The CounMling Center, Lawson Hall coun
selor Carolyn Condit and survivor Jackie Reid
will conduct a Life Skills Seminar on "Dating and
Abuse" at noon Wednesday, Jan. 30 In the
Union Greenup room . Abusive words·or acts are
a feature of a startling number of dating relatlon
shlJ)s. Learn to recognize and change or avold
abu8e with your dates from those who have
been there.
Society of Men'ufacturlng Engineers wiH
sponsor a lecture from 7·9 p.m. Tuesday, Jan .
29 in the Phipps L�ture. Hall, Science Building
room 1 2 1 . Frank Drazan , quality and produc·
tlvity manager of Rockwell International Graphic
Systems, will spMk on "Statistical Quality Con
trol . " Everyone welcome.
An lntemetlonel T• wiH beHeld from 2-4
p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 29 at the Wesley Foun
dation, 2202 Fourth St. Evei'yone 18 Invited to
meet with the foreign students and their friends.
·
EIU Ge ...... wlR meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
Jan. 29 In th8 Union Sulivwt room to plan for the
Dungeons Cid Dragons tournament. All mem-

bers should attend.
Student Senate Auditing
meet at 7 : 30 p.m. Tuesday, Jan.
Walkway.
Alpha Epellon Rho will
Tuesdiiy , Jan. 29 in the Radio- r'I
zard Building room 1 39 . All
broadcasti ng are urged to attend.

C.mpua Cllpa are published
charge, as a public servlc4t to the
should be submitted to The DIJly
office two business days

published (or date of event) .
include event, name of apc:>na°""
(spelled out - no Greek letter
date, time and place of event ,
pertinent Information . Name and
of submitter must be includec:i.
conflicting or confusing Inf
run If submitter cannot be
be edited for apace available.
ter 9 : 00 a.m. of deadline day
teed publlcetlon. CHpe wlH be nn
for WIY event. No clips wiU be

Tuesday ' s

· c1asslfled ads

<]} Announcements

c-TW-2/20
? Spring

Beach la
wl be. Why
of Eaatem'a
atert

at

detall&-Oan
ii----- 1 /29

SKI ASPEN! ! Spring Br8ak
Club $397 .00. Call Jim at
- 345-4�8 1 for details.
--------' ' 1 7
Attention Student&-Slgn up
for USA Today for the Spring
Semester. For details call Stan
345-4057 .
_
_
_..;..____
_ 1 /3 1
DAYTONA! Did you go with
somebody else last year S'ld
get ripped off? Go with us. Stay
at the Desert Isle, directly on
. the ocean, next to the pier. 4
people per room. Round trip
deluxe _ motorcoac h
tran ·
aportatlo n .
tran
FREE
sportation to and from Disney
Wor1d m Epcot. $ 1 89.00 .
Call Dale 58 1 -2 1 09
---� '4
-' ' r ' ogether, "A"lways there
for each other, "U"nlted l"S"
what we are. TAUS!
____ 1 /29
____ _
LESLIE WEINENGER ! Keep
up the great job pledging!
You're the beat daughter ever!
Have a great week. Love,
. '
Kathy
___..;____
_
_ 1 /29
Sisterhood , caring, sharing,
dediction,
Alpha Taus.
a
____ 1 /2 9
CINDY : Happy -2 1 st Bir
thday! I hope ifs the beat ever.
Have a nice day. Love, Michael
______ 1 /2 9
" Hey E I U Students," Smile
and have a great day! The Taus
____ 1 /29
HAPPY 2 1 at CINDY DUKE!
Now that you are at that
responsible
age ,
always
remember that kid whO play
with candlea wet the bed! Love
Always, Steph and Karen
____ 1 /29
KIM PUCKETT! You're doing
a great job pledging. You're
one special A-kid. Keep smHln' !
Love, Kathy
______ 1 /29
Congratulations to our Kappe
pledge claaa on being ribbon
pinned! We are so proud and
happy to have you with us.
Love, the Alpha Tau Actives
______ 1 /29
Corne to the home of the bot
tomless cup. The Romana all
"U" can drink. Weds. night up
1
at
Roe's .
st a I r a
Romana-$ 2 . 50 ; non-Rornan
a-$3 .00. Live DJ .
1 /30

�-

.:
·

Announcements

'

,.,- \::

�J Announcements

_
_
__
__
_

APO wants you! We're a
The Romana want you .
coed fraternity that has FUN
Come · join the ' largest club on
while H ELPING others. For
campus for Info .call Tom 348more Info. call Sheryl 58 1 1 002 or Steve 348-7607 .
--------::-::' 1 - 2201 , Marl< 58 1 -3536 .
____ 1 /2 9
Party with the Men of PHI
Laura, Ifs been two fantastic
SIGMA EPSILON at Page One
years. Being marri ed has great
Tavern upstairs. Tues 1 /29
advantag e s .
Happy
An8 : 00 p.m. to midnlte. After
nlveraary ! It's just the begin- ·
mldnite 25 cent beers .
-------=o----::1 /2 9 ' ning , Babeay. I Love You! Brett
Spring Break '85. The Plaza .
_
_
_
_
______ 1 /29
All · Week-Bagels & cheea
$ 1 85.00 . No extra charges.
50 cents. Homemade oo ion
Dan 345-7083 .
______ ,2/1 1
rlnga 40 cents. Where? Max's
Munchies, of COlll'88 1 1
:<AMI KAZ I E
KRUISERS,
______ 1 /29
Congratulations o n going into 1Don't be misled by · other
'Week. Keep u p the good
The
Break
Spring
trips .
world I Love, Phil
CHEAPEST Price la not the
____ 1 /29
beat price. The Plaza is the .
DELTA
ZETA · ACTIVES:
" Hot Spof' on Deytona Beach.
Thanks for all of your support,
From
$ 1 85.00.
Rememand have a FANTASTIC week!
ber-You get what you pay for.
Love,: your DZ
345-.7083 .
______ 1 /2 9
_
_
_
__
______
2/1 1
BLACKHAWK FANS: All in
SUN AND SNOW-The beat
terested
In attending the
of both. Aspen for Spring
Hawks-Blues game 2/2/85.
Call 345-52 1 4 or 58 1 -6 1 02 . ,- Break $39 7 . 00 . Call Jim at
345-4981 and make a -reserDrivers and riders needed .
vatlon .
-----..,.--------- 1 /3 1
____ / 1 7
ALPHA
GAM
PLEDGES:
ALPHA .PHI OMEGA invites
Congrats on going into I-week.
you to 3 : 58 Club RUSH party
All your hard work has finally
today! 1 5 1 5 9th St. For rides
peld
off. Love, your sisters
·
call 345-9373.
1 ne
______ 1 1
Rush isn't over yeti Alpha
F0RT
LAU DERDALE
Sigma Alpha Rush- Parties
$299 .00, DAYTONA BEACH
coming soon ! February 5, 7
$ 1 8 9 . 00 ,
FORT WALTON
and 1 1 all at 6 : 30 p m. Cell
BEACH
$ 1 7 9 . 00 .
Spring
345-6032 or 345-6784 for
Break '65 . Cell Judy at 58 1 details and rides.
2 2 1 3 or Lisa at 581 -5664.
______ 1 1
---,- '8
DAYTONA '85. Spring break
-at the REEF HOTEL. From
spacious
Clean
$ 1 79 .00.
DARRELL CROWE-Happy
rooms, 2 pools , 2 bars . Lamb
20th to the only " REAL MAN"
da Chi Travel 345-9084
we know . Last weekend was
deflnit81y memorable . Lefa get
�--- '8
Carpet your room with a rem- , together again soon and honk
nant. See Carlyle Interiors
our '" horns" at Marty's! You'H
Unlimited. West Route 1 6 .
always be our favorite football
Open 8-6 Mon-Sat. Phone
player and No. 1 drinking bud
" Telya &
dy!
Love " ya,
345-7746
MaryAnn
_oo
________
-------�-1 130
Looking to hitch a · ride?. Need
AUCTION.
PLANT
Wed.
&Omeone to share travel ex- .
1 /30, 6 : 30 p . m . Stevenson
penaea with? Make contact In
Lobby.
the classifieds!
______ 1 /30
-------�cOOh

Pledg9a

·

Doonesbury
&KJJ5C
M&. 010
YOU Sll Y

R eport errors Immediately 8 t 511 ·211 2. A correct ed

wlll eppee r In the next edition. uni... notified, we

Cll rmot be rHponalble for en Incorrec t ed efter lta fir·
at lnaertlon. Deedllne 2 p.m. prftloua dey.

t

·� '. A nnoilnce ments
Has EIU's political situation
got you down In the dumpam
Wash your hands of the whole
situation ! ! ! Go to Deytona
Beach fpr SPRING BREAK and
get away from I t all ! ! ! Call now
. 2 796 and reserve a trip to
the-- • INTERNATIONAL • -Hotel
for $ 1 6 9 . 9 5 TODAY! ! !
1 /30
Remember-You get what
y0u pay for-get the �t.
Deytona Beach and the Plaza .
From $ 1 85.00 . Dan 3457083 .
2/1 1
See Disney Wor1d! ! ! We offer
FREE roundtrlp transportation
INTERNATIONAL
from
the
Hotel to Disney Wor1d. Rooms
from $ 1 69 . 55 . THE BEST OF
DAYTONA. Call 2796.

1 /30

Atten: Faculty and students
con- .
shopping
your
for
venience, antiques and collectlbles from trash to treasures.
2 1 9 N. 5th Charleston . 9 a.m.
to 5 p . m . Mon .·Sat.
/1
Party with the Men of Phi ·
Sigma Epsilon at Page One
Tavern upstairs Tues. 1 /29,
8 : 00 a . m . to midnlte. After
midnlte 25 cent beers .
1 /29
Clasaifted advertisement is the fastest, easiest, cheapest
way to get results - everyone
reads the clasalfleda, so put
your worda to wor'I<!
_
_
_
_
_
_.___cOOh

3

�: :_Announce�ents

- ' ': -------

DAYTONA BEACH.
Spring . Break
'85.
$ 1 85.00 . Cell Dan at
7083 to make your
vat10na today! !

Plaza.
From
345·
reser

1 /29
Sigma
Chi
Spring
Pled�ongratulatlona · on
pledging the best fraternity!
Love, Dede
______

------- 1 /2 9
Do you have something t o
say? Let the campus know
about your organization ' s up
coming event in the An·
nouncements!

______

cOOh

SKI IN SHORTS ! ! Aspen
during Spring Break. $39 7 . 00
for 6 day of skiing. Call Jim at

345·498 1 .

______

21 1 7

flunting
Bargins1
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BY GARRY T R U D EAU

YEAH. MAN
I ASJ<UJ
If YOU

rself " C lassified Ad Form

�5, WITH � CHAl?llC-m:?.
� llNfl II !fOl?c
lt'£1Wt/t/6f11l. Pt.OT UN6, MY
f../ff WOVU? M �p
/IN €XTCN�/1 KVN .

cents per word first day . 1 O cents
h consecutive day thereafter
words) . Student rate half price ..:..._
paid for in advance. PLEASE: no
amounts less than $ 1 . 00. Lost &
run FREE for three days .
money in envelope and deposit
m News box in Union by 2 p. m.
day before it is to run . _ The News
right to edit or refuse ads conor in bad taste .

V•

t rate halfO No

I

...._____ O Cash

D Check

. by Berke Breathed

....�
.
�������..,

.. II fAU&H 7R/ICK /
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Eastem N

St Joh n ' s n ew No . 1 ;
ll l i.n ois moves to fifth
..

by The Associated Press
ended
which
J o h n ' s.,
St.
Georgetown's 29-game winning streak
last weekend; overtook the Hoyas for
the top spot in The Associated Press'
. college basketball poll Monday.
The Redmen, 1 5- 1 , defeated the
Hoyas 66-65 Saturday at the Capital
Centre, where St. John' s has won three
straight games against its Big East
Conference opponent.
It is the first time since December
1 95 1 that the Redmen, who were
ranked third last week, have held the
top spot in a weekly poll, according to
the school's spo� information office.
St. John's received 52 of 63 first
place votes and 1 ,249 points from a
nationwide panel of sportswriters and
broadcasters . Georgetown received 1 0
first-place votes and 1 ,202 points in
easily outdistancing Memphis State,
which re.celved the other first-place
vote and 1 , 1 30 points in moving from
fourth to third .
Georgetown had held the top spot
from the pre-season voting through
nine regular-season polls .
Southern Methodist, which suffered
just its second loss in 1 8 games Satur
day at Texas Tech �65 , fell from

second · to fourth in rece1vmg 1 ,0 1 6
points, 28 more than Illinois, which
switched places with Duke, 867 points,
from fast week .
Oklahoma is seventh with 850 poin
ts, followed by Georgia Tech, one of
two teams to jump eight places . The
Yellow Jackets , . 1 5-3 , received 7 1 6
points i n .moving from last week 's No .
1 6 ranking. T.hey beat Clemson 64-59
and North Carolina 66-62 last week .
Syracuse received 698 points in
moving from 1 1 th to ninth place, while
Michigan , 1 8th last week , joined
Georgia Tech in th.e long-jump
category. The Wolverines, 14-3 , roun
ded out the Top Ten with 636 points
after victories last week over Michigan
State and Kansas .
North Carolina leads the Second
Ten, followed by Tulsa, DePaul,
Oregon State , Louisiana Tech ,
Nevada-Las
Vega s ,
Marylan d ,
Villanova, Kansas and Alabama
Birmingham.
Last week's Second Ten was
Syracuse, Louisiana Tech , Indiana,
Villanova, Kansas, Georgia Tech ,
Tulsa, Michigan , Virginia Com
monwealth and Nevada-Las Vegas .

110LUNTEE
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We want you!
.

.

· The Daily · Eastern Ne ws.
· needs
reporters
copy �ditors
·- photographers
·
Call Nancy ·Yamin ,
deve lopm ent director·
at" 58 1-28 l2
Do it now!

� ��g���ON: ��i!::�LKER CENTER: .
• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • ••

• NA U T I L U S
• WEIGHTS

• AE R O B ICS

• TA N N I N G �

·

If you've ever ,considered
a career in journalism
now is the time to take action

.

·

Fresher
l'h iekeF�Hotter
Faster
a nd
Cou pons
Too !
.

.

DOMINO'S.
PIZZA
-DELIVERS®
FREE.

· Tuesday , January 2 9,

Euter n News

ore board·
8. Duke
1. Oldehoma
8. Georgia Tech.
9. Syrcuee
1 o. Mk:hlgmn
1 1 . Norlh c.ollra
1 2 . Tum
1 3. DePU
1 4. Clregon Slld•
1 5. l.oul*la Tecll .
1 8. UNLV
1 7 . M9rytMd
lno
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Iowa 88. Northwestern 47

Ohio State at Purdtie
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WGN-TV (channel 9) , 7 :.35 p . m .

WEDNESDAY

WRESTLING-Eastern hosts Indiana University, Lantz
Gym , 7 : 30 p . m .

.

SPORTS ON RADIO

PRO BASKETBALL-Washington Bullets at Chicago
Bulls, WIND-AM (5 S O), 6 : 30 p . m . Eastern
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MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern at University of Evan
sville.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern at Wichita St�te.
·

SPORTS ON RADIO

MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern at Unlvef.si ty of Evan
sville, WLBH-FM (97), 7 : 20 p.m.

MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Illinois-Chicago,
7 : 30 p . m . at Lantz G\-m .
at Southwest
BASKETBALL-Eastern
WOMEN'S
· Mis8ouri.
SWIMMING-Eastern at Western Illinois.
INDOOR TRACK-Eastern hosts Bradley and Western
Illinois, Lantz Fieldhouse.
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w.Nngton 5, NY lalandera 1
Boaton 8, Hertford 5
Wlnnepag 8, Phllldelphia 2
llullllo 3, Quebac 2
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Toronto 8, Chicago 2
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SPORTS ON RADIO
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts Illinois-Chicago,
WLBH-FM (97), 7 : 20 p . m .
PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks a t St. Louis
Blues, WIND-AM (560) , 7 : 35 p.m.
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PRO BASKETBALL-Chicago Bui � at Kan� City
Kings, WIND-AM (560) (delayed), 7 : 30 p . m .
P R O HOCKEY-Winnipeg Jets at Chicago Black Hawks ,
WIND-AM (560) , 7 :35 p . m .
PRO SOCCER-Chicago Sting at S t . Louis Steamers,

PAO BASKETBALL-Chicago Bulls at · Philadelphia
76ers, WIND-AM ( 560) and WGN·TV (channel 9), 6 : 30
p.m.
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Purdue 82, I� 52
Michigan 88. Michigan St. 75
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SWIMMING-Eastern hosts Illinois-Chicago, Lantz Pool.
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Wednesday' s result

llinois 84, Ohio St. 88
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The fact is, good ideas don't ca re
who have them. What good Ideas
do ca re about 1 s who re cog nize s
them.

Your chance for recognit idn is the
N a l l onal Colleg" News11aper Cr"
atlve Advert i s i n g Comp'et i t ior: .
cash
- $ 2 , 500
First prize

scholarship.

For part i c i p a t i o n k i t . co n t a ct t h i s
college newspaper office, or c a l l
tol l · f ree (llCJ!l) 255-0803. There are
no e n t ry fees _
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Ada de . e arns
soccer hono
by Brent Feeney

Of the hundreds and hundreds of players
which the National Collegiate Athletic Ass
officially sanctions, only a handful are reco
being head and shoulders'8bove the rest.
That's probably why Eastern All-Ameri
player Albert Adade felt so proud when he
the Washington suburb of Virginia Hei
recently to receive his award, whiCh was pr
him during the National Soccer Coaches
of America convention.
" l had a good-time, " said Adade, a
� Ghana. "I 8aw people 1- lut4 met d
Senior Bowl (which he played in DeC:}i..utet
representatives from soccer ·equipment c
and generally had fun . ' '
It wasn't _the first time Adade had
Washington, ·however. " I'd been there be�
· had seen places like the White House and
· tagon before. Going there is like a living
lesson. It is a nice place to visit . ' '
Also present was Panther coach-Cizo M
was one of 1 ,000 delegates at the conventi
banquet went very well , " Mosnia said. "It
ween two-and-a-half to three - hours, b
because they ho n o red all the All-American
from high school to Division I . ' '
During the conference, the coaches
several rule changes for the 1 985 season. "
several changes that .we discussed, which all
approved by the NCAA for the upcoming
also. got our schedule finished for next y
for a couple of games, so it was a very
conference. "
At the All-American banquet, Adade �
thrill" when his naine was called for the a
the end of my college career, " Adade said
much hard work to earn this , but I feel that
worth it : I was very proud to earn this h ono
· ' !Getting something like this tells somet
yourself to other people , " Adade continu
are so many schools and soccer players in
try, but only a select few are ever c
American . That's- why this is such a special
me.
" Basically, t h is is a great way to end my
Eastern, " Adade said .
·

·

·

.

Sir Duck

Eastern center Kevin Duckworth slam-dunks sities Conference leaders, travel 'to Evansville Thur
home twp of his 1 4 points against Pan American . sday for a non-conference game. (News phofo by
The Panthers , Association of M id-Continent U niver- Jeff Long)

Panther sports broadcasts l i kely

Rad io
by Michael Chron

· to remain on WLB H - FM-Johnson

.

For the past two years, WLBH-FM
in Mattoon has been the originating
station for all home and away Panther
football and basketball games.
And that's not going to change in the
foreseeable future, Eastern Athletic
Director R.C. Johnson said in an interview Monday afternoon.
.
Until the 1 983-84 sports season,
Charleston radio station WEIC had the
exclusive rights ·to· broadcast Eastern
. athletic events . However, when the
station changed hands, costs of broad
casting and other economic factors ended the airings of EIU football and
basketball games .
That's when Johnson put out a call
for help to WLBH and long-time
sports broadcaster Ken Wooddell.
"When WEIC drQpped their broad
cas t s , I got a call from Johnson asking
if we could help, "� said WoQddell,
WLBH 's director of° programming.
Wooddell , who has been with the
Mattoon-based station since 1 949, is
hardly a stranger to Eastern and Cen
tral Ulinois sports . WLBH broadcasted
Eas 1 ern's games from 1 949 to 1 95 5 .
Johnson
said
Monday
that
·

·

·

·

negotiations for the broadcasting
rights to the upcoming Panther games
this season will be a prime topic of
discussion in the coming weeks.
But still, don't expect any major
change in the relationship between
Eastern and WLBH . " Basically, we
have a non-ending contract with them
(Eastern), and we're real happy with
our working relationship, " Wooddell
pointed c:iut.
His sentiments were echoed by ' the
Eastern athletic administration head as
well.
' 'When we sit down and talk about
'
the 1 985-86 season, we •n review the
past season and discuss their format
and any other proposals they might 
happen to make.
"We'll also talk about if they're
pleased with us and if we're pleased
with them , " Johnson added. " I can
say this-we feel we have a real go.od
marriage and working relationship
with WLBH . And that's something we
want to keep . "
One o { the topics t o b e discussed
won't be whether WEIC Win carry any
of the games or not. Steve Garman,
station manager at WEIC said, "we

don't have any plans or intent to
broadcast Eastern sporting events. We
don't feel there's that much interest in
their program. "
One might be inclined to ask how
Garman responds to those who ask
why WEIC carries Illini games and not
Eastern athletic events .
"We really haven't had that many
inquiries -or letters, " Garman stated.
"I think that's kind of indicative of
their athletic program. There's just not
that much interest. "
Some people would argue with that
fact, ·especially Johnson and the Pan
ther Booster Club which raised in ex
cess of $250,000 last year.
One thing which Garman failed to
mention, but · Johnson didn't, is the
fact that WLBH has a 50,000 watt FM
station while WEIC-FM is only 500
watts .
"This was a major consideration in
picking up their services, " Johnson
related. "Their (WLBH) broadcasts go
as far as Springfield , Robinson,
Decatur and other areas that we recruit
from. We also have spring and summer
outings in these areas and if people
have heard of us, that makes it a lot.

easier to raise money . ' '
So next fall, as in the
seasons, Ken Wooddell and.
·Bock , chairman of the ·
munication Department
will be mike-side for Pan
games while Mark Stuart
Bradd will be sitting in
following the Panther- call
Even though football
eight months away and
coach Rick Samuels' teain
of the race for the con�
Wooddell couldn't help b
plug for the '85 football s
"We're particularly
their quarterback Sean Pa
sophomore last season,
tremendous year. With tw
of eligibility, he's certain
about every existing record
With a basketball team
of a tight conference race
exciting and promising
ready to create big t ·
gridiron next fall, there
say Eastern'!! athletic·
creating quite a bit of ·
Ken Wooddell is one of th
·

·

